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MEZZO  
Change-Over Valves

Unique Change Over Valves are designed for two stage wash or single 
wash/single rinse pressure cleaning. Popular in fleet washing where (2) 
different chemicals are applied at different times without changing out nozzles 
or foamers. Manual push two-way shuttle allows for easy changeover from 

one outlet to the other.

Standard with one 
side support handle, 
(2) 1/4” stainless quick 
couplers and (1) 1/4” 
stainless quick nipple. 
Rated to 3700 PSI and 
5 GPM. Overall length 
is approximately 12”.

Part No.  Flow PSI Net Ea.
MV 1MEZ Single Mezzo Valve 5 GPM 3700 $ 100.00 
MV 2MEZ Double Mezzo Valve 5 GPM 3700 128.00 
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IME2 Shown with Trigger Wand & Sprayer (Not Included)

Wall Mounted Chemical Spray  
& Chemical Foam Systems

— Airless or Air Assisted Styles —
DEMA Airless Spray or Air Assist Foam 
Systems are an excellent choice for industrial 
cleaning, vehicle cleaning, food processing 
applications and more. Clean and spray only 
with wet foam, (Airless) or create a clinging 
foam that works with existing compressed 
air, (Air Assist).

All systems are operated with normal city water 
supply and have impact resistant ABS plastic 
case/covers with stainless wall mount plates. 
Easy turn ball valves are a standard feature 
on all models.

Systems are fed from city water pressure and 
feature (2) chemical valves and a separate 
rinse valve. Adjustable ratio chemical 
injectors are included in all systems.

No. 606T-2 is an Airless Spray Clean 
unit that creates a standard solution as a 
wet foam, no air required. Base system 
only, no hose or wands, (2) chemical 

valves, (1) rinse valve. Chemical injector mix 
ration is from 37:1 to 512:1 at 75Cps.

No. 606T2.COM is the same unit as above, 
but includes 6’ inlet hose, 25’ discharge hose, 
hose rack and spray wand. 

No. 693T is an Air Assist Foam Station 
that can create a shaving creme style 
foam depending on the chemical being used. 
Requires air supplied from your air compressor. 
Base system only, no hose or wands. (2) 
chemical valves, (1) rinse valve, air regulator 
with gauge. Chemical injector mix ratio is from 
6:1 to 200:1 AT 75CPS.

No. 693T.COM is the same unit as above, 
but includes 6’ inlet hose, 25’ discharge 
hose, hose rack and foam wand. 

   
Part-No. Type Hose/Wands Wt. Net Ea.
DE 606T-2 Airless No 5.4 lbs. $ 286.00 
DE 606T2.COM Airless Yes 10 lbs. 455.00 
DE 693T Air Assist No 5 lbs. 461.00 
DE 693T.COM Air Assist Yes 10 lbs. 659.00 
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Whoever is in the Parts Department . . .
“Whoever is in parts department at extension number 
5516 is they most helpful parts guy I’ve ever dealt with 
anywhere. I send him pictures of what in working on 
and he keeps me on the phone while he figures out 
what I need. Excellent costumer service at a way more 
reasonable price then the dealer. Look forward to doing 
business with you in the future . thanks for all the help”

Daniel
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